Key Tag Format

This group recognizes length of clean time by handing out key tags. If you have one coming to you, please come up and get it and a hug.

The White one is for anyone with 0-29 days clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep staying!!

The Orange one is for 30 days clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Green one is for 60 days clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Red one is for 90 days clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Blue one is for 6 months clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Yellow one is for 9 months clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Glow in the dark one is for 1 year clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Grey one is for 18 months clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

The Black one is for multiple years clean and serene.
What do we do? Keep coming back!!

All those with a year or more, please raise your hand and show that the program works.

And those with the desire to stay clean today, give yourself a hand.